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Synopsis

Spinning out of the epic event FUTURES END and the world of the classic animated series, BATMAN BEYOND is reimagined within the DC Universe continuity! Tim Drake has been a lot of things—teen genius, teen hero, Teen Titan. As Red Robin, he carried on Batman’s legacy, but he never thought he’d be the one to assume the cowl and become Batman himself. Of course, Tim never thought he’d find himself flung decades into the future into a world where the evil A.I. Brother Eye has all but exterminated life on Earth.

Now only Neo-Gotham remains, and the city needs its defender. Gotham needs Batman! Now, Tim must save Batman’s allies, including Barbara Gordon, before Brother Eye can crack their minds and discover Neo-Gotham’s hidden location. But with the world’s greatest heroes transformed into Brother Eye’s sinister agents, will Batman be Gotham’s salvation or will Tim Drake find out he doesn’t have what it takes to wear the mantle of the Bat? Featuring creators Dan Jurgens (THE DEATH OF SUPERMAN) and Bernard Chang (GREEN LANTERN CORPS), BATMAN BEYOND VOLUME 1: BRAVE NEW WORLDS collects the BATMAN BEYOND Sneak Peek and issues #1-6.
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Customer Reviews

"An excellent re-introduction to a once largely benign character that makes a convincing case towards maintaining a regular role in both the Batman cast as well as the larger DC Universe."--CBR"A great new direction for the character."--Comic Vine
Dan Jurgens is a writer and artist most famous for creating Booster Gold, as well as for being one of the main forces behind "The Death of Superman." He has written and/or illustrated titles such as Justice League America, Captain America, The Sensational Spider-Man, Thor, Teen Titans, Aquaman, DC’s Tangent imprint, and the company-wide DC crossover known as Zero Hour.

It was a refreshing twist on a character I love in a world similar to yet different from the Batman Beyond universe I’ve loved since watching the show when it first aired almost 20 years ago. Tim Drake was always my favorite Robin, and while I miss Terry so does everyone else in the story, including Tim so it’s not like Marvel’s awful "Legacy Heroes" who spend half their time spitting on said legacy. The art is pretty weak though.

Finally a continuation to Futures End. An epic story worthy of Batman Beyond!!

An excellent self contained story-arch. Good writing and art. Respects what’s gone before (TV, comics) and ends satisfactorily,

While it’s not Terry in the mantle and Futures End leave us with a bad taste in the mouth... this volume has its moments and some very cyberpunk-ish stuff which I really love. The art fits perfectly.

My grandson loved the graphics in this comic book.

This is one of the best comics I’ve ever read. Not for children under 10. I think this would make a great hero movie.

As a big fan of the original batman beyond series I was looking forward to this but killing Terry off just dissent sit well with me. I like some things that are going on in this series but overall I’m sad the canceled the original series for this. Three stars isn’t not horrible decent read but not worth getting invested in.

Great story! For old fans and new!